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PRODUCT COMPARISON
REPORT
Whether you are looking for a product upgrade or searching for
something new, this report includes the features and capabilities
that can take your VMS to the next level.



Comparing XProtect Express+ with XProtect Professional+

Divided into overall categories, the report includes the features and
capabilities that you gain when choosing XProtect Professional+ over
XProtect Express+

Cybersecurity and user rights
Ensuring the security and integrity of your installation is always a top priority for
us. This category shows the results of our efforts to protect the system from theft
and damage to the hardware or software - as well as from disruption or
misdirection.

Device Password Management
Easily manage your device passwords directly within XProtect itself saving time and reducing
the hassle during initial deployment and for future security safeguarding routines. Device
password management is easier than ever with a built-in password generator complying with
the requirements from each of the individual supported device manufactures. Initially
available with Device Pack 10.3 with support for Axis, Bosch and ONVIF compliant devices.

Smart Client profiles
XProtect Smart Client profiles allow system administrators to control how XProtect Smart
Client should look and behave and what features and panes XProtect Smart Client users have
access to.

Performance and scalability
Expect the best from us when it comes to performance, scalability and reliability.
This category shows the results of our efforts to continually offer you scalable,
high-performing video recording software - so that you can count on getting the
industry’s best performance.

Scalable Video Quality Recording™ (SVQR)
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Scalable Video Quality Recording™ (SVQR)
Helps users make the most of camera-based edge storage, enabling recording of high quality
video to the edge storage while recording a low-quality reference video centrally in the VMS
recording servers. This provides a cost-efficient way of capturing high-quality, pre-event
recordings.

Unrestricted number of recording servers
The possibility to add an unrestricted number of Recording Servers to the XProtect
Professional system enables users to scale their installation easily and cost-efficiently.

Unrestricted number of cameras
There are no restrictions on the number of cameras or other types of hardware devices that
can be added to the system.

Ease of use
Ease of use is at the heart of everything we do. This category shows the results of
our efforts to provide you with a solution that is easy to work with in every aspect
- from the initial installation and configuration through to the final everyday
usage.

Move hardware
Wizard for easy moving of hardware devices between recording servers in runtime without
losing settings, recordings, rules, permissions etc.

Core VMS
We have been bringing value to you and more than 500,000 customers
worldwide since 1998. This category shows the results of our efforts to expand
and optimize the capabilities expected of the globally leading VMS provider.

Edge Storage
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Edge Storage
Refers to the capability to store video recordings inside the actual camera capturing the
video. The use of edge storage unlocks a number of possibilities to optimize recording server
performance and the use of network and storage infrastructure in a video surveillance
installation.

Manual bookmarking
Provides an easy way for users to mark video sections of interest and add descriptive notes
for later analysis or sharing with other users.
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Already have Care Plus?

When it’s time for an upgrade, Care Plus gives
you the full trade-in value of your current
XProtect product towards an upgraded
solution, giving you a system that meets your
needs and provides a full return on
investment.

Don't have Care Plus yet?

Care Plus protects your initial investment with
a cost-effective trade-in program and instant
access to product updates three times
annually. Contact your reseller to join the Care
Plus program.

Next step

Do you need a comparison of all Milestone VMS products? Download the complete XProtect
comparison chart here

Ready to grow your installation?

Your security installation might meet today’s needs – but what about tomorrow? Luckily, you
can seamlessly grow your installation with Milestone at any time. With Milestone Care Plus,
you get the most for your money.
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https://content.milestonesys.com/media/?mediaId=462CC41E-6D0F-4BB4-8B4EEB1F0030C2CF


   
Milestone Systems is a leading provider of open platform
video management software technology that helps the world
see how to ensure safety, protect assetsand increase business
efficiency. Milestone enables an open platform community
that drives collaboration and innovation in the development
and use of network video technology, with reliable and
scalable solutions that are proven in more than 150,000 sites
worldwide. Founded in 1998, Milestone is a stand-alone
company in the Canon Group.

https://www.facebook.com/milestonesys/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/milestone-systems
https://twitter.com/milestonesys
https://www.youtube.com/user/Milestonesys

